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When measuring solar irradiance with high time resolution using fast response sensors, e.g. photovoltaic
cells, data show properties in both gradients and maximum amplitude well beyond the ranges known from (slow)
thermopile sensors. Respective analyses are e.g. reported by [1].
Of special interest are situations with atmospheric conditions governed by broken clouds which, on one hand
can cause fast changes in irradiance with considerable amplitudes which may reach some hundredth of (W/m2)/s
(see e.g. [2]). Moreover the irradiance sets measured with a time resolution of 1s and beyond can show maxima
exceeding the expected clear sky irradiance and even the extraterrestrial irradiance level (“overirradiances”) [3].
In this paper, respective data sets of global irradiance on an inclined plane (39◦) at a higher latitude location
(Grimstad, coast of Norway 58◦ North, ) are analyzed. Focus is on hand on the statistics of fast changes in
irradiance (“ramp events”) concerning their magnitude and temporal structure of their occurrence. On the other
hand the magnitude and duration of overirradiance events is analyzed. The probability of occurrence of ramps and
overirradiances is studied for Norwegian summer months and discussed in view of their impact of photovoltaic
systems.
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